This edition's theme is
Language Arts
Kindergarten
AlphaSwitch

Grade 3
Noun Explorer

Move each picture on to the letter that starts the
word.

Click on the fish labeled with a noun to feed it to
a worm!

Grade 1
Listen and Read:
Where are the Bears?

Grade 4
BBC: Story Builder Game

Listen and read about bears that live in different
habitats.

Grade 2
National Geographic Young Explorer:
Listen and Read

Pick the issue of National Geographic online
magazine you want to listen and read along
with. Then click on the LISTEN and READ
button below it. These online magazines are
specially for early readers.

Put the sentences in the correct order so that
the story makes sense. There are two levels to
choose from.

Grade 5
Spelling Bee: Grade Five

This is an interactive spelling test for grade five
students. Listen to the sentence and spell the
word that goes in the box.

Grade 6
Lexipedia

This amazing dictionary/thesaurus is a visual
network of relationships between words. The
different parts of speech and word relationships
are colour coded.

Grade 7
LOTRProject: Map of Middle Earth

Explore this interactive map of Middle Earth. On
the right side you can select timelines, places,
paths and events.

Grade 8
Read Write Think: Hero's Journey

You can use the tool to record examples from a
hero's journey you have read or viewed or to
plan out a hero's journey of your own.

Grade 9
BBC: Types of Text

'Types of text' is a quiz based game to help you
recognise different text types - descriptive,
informative, instructional or persuasive - and
why they are written in different ways.

Grade 10
Stratford Festival: To Kill a Mockingbird

The Stratford Festival has this interactive that
explores some actual events in the fight for
racial equality.

Grade 11
Nobel E-Museum: Lord of the Flies

"William Golding's first novel, "Lord of the Flies,"
1954, rapidly became a world success and has
remained so. It has reached tens of millions of
readers. If you are one of them, you may
challenge your memory with this game. " [site]

Grade 12
1984 Macintosh Commercial Analysis Tool

Examine how image and text work together to
create a powerful impact on the audience in this
dystopian commercial.

